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Introduction
t is well known that men think of sex approximately every 7 seconds (Brizendine 2006, beebee
2008, Between the Two of Us… 2008, Sim S &
Solo 2008, Barry 2012, Rob 2013; although see Laumann et al. 1994 and Fisher et al. 2012 for rebuttals).
This important and totally substantiated research
has led to many great insights regarding the thought
process and decision-making of human males (e.g.,
Limbaugh 2012). However, sex is the only thing we
know that men think about, in terms of its frequency.
Clearly, more research is needed on how often men
think of other things in order to determine if the frequency with which men think about sex is greater or
less than other important male activities. In addition,
the more we know about how often men think about
things, the better we will become at trying to predict
their behavior.
Perhaps no other activity may be as important as
sex to human males as the consumption of chicken
wings (e.g., AP 2013, Moghe 2013, Norfleet 2013).
According to the National Chicken Council, Americans consume roughly 27 billion chicken wings every
year (NCC 2013). Assuming that males consume half
of these wings, the average American male over 14
years of age consumes about 110 chicken wings per
year. In comparison, American males have sex anywhere between 69 and 112 times per year, depending
on age (Mosher et al. 2005). Thus, men may think
about chicken wings just as often as they think about
sex.

I

Methods
The cheapest method to determine the frequency
with which men think of a particular thing is to equip
them with a tally counter and keep track of the number of times they think of that particular thing (Fisher et al. 2012). A more expensive (i.e., better) method
is to examine men’s brain activity patterns while exposed to the particular thing and then see how many
times that activity pattern is repeated during some set
period of time. We chose this latter option.
Brain activity was quantified using functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). An fMRI measures changes in blood flow to different regions of
the brain (Huettel et al. 2009): if a part of the brain
experiences increased blood flow, then that part is
probably in use. Past studies have successfully used
fMRIs to uncover the brain patterns involved in such
important activities as choosing brand-name soft
drinks (McClure et al. 2004), rating the attractiveness
of vehicles (Erk et al. 2002), and freestyle rapping
(Liu et al. 2012).
Twenty men between the ages of 18 and 55 were
selected to participate in this study. To establish baseline brain activity, all men were given an fMRI at the
beginning of the study. Then, half of the group underwent an fMRI while eating chicken wings (Buffalo
Wild Wings, Inc: Minneapolis, MN), while the other
half underwent an fMRI while eating tofu (Vitasoy
USA: Ayer, MA) as a control. As per the stipulations
of our Human Subjects Protocol, this control group
was given access to chicken wings at the conclusion
of the study.
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From these fMRIs, we determined the areas of
the brain that experienced increased blood flow during the consumption of chicken wings. We then performed one final fMRI on each participant for one
hour, and counted the number of times that specific
region of the brain experienced an increase in blood
flow.
Results
Figure 1 shows the parts of the brain that experienced the most increase in blood flow during the
consumption of chicken wings, averaged across 9 of
the 10 men (One of the participant’s fMRI showed
the entire brain in use during wing consumption. Notably, this person ate the entire chicken wings, including the bones, and began to chew his sauce-stained
fingers before being restrained by the attendants).
During the one-hour post-trial observation period, these exact portions of the brain were in use
an average of 98 times. This means that, on average,
the participants in our study thought about chicken
wings every 36.7 seconds.
Discussion
In this paper, we have determined the parts of the

Figure 1. Sample brainscan of a subject showing areas of
activity (red and orange areas) induced by the consumption of
chicken wings.

brain that are associated with ‘thinking about chicken
wings’ and the frequency with which these parts are
activated in American males.
Three regions of the brain were activated when
participants ate chicken wings (Figure 1): one in the
frontal lobe, one in the parietal lobe, and one in the
occipital lobe. The functions that these regions correspond to are the higher mental functions (such as
concentration, planning, judgment and emotional

Figure 2. Example time-series of a typical American male’s thoughts regarding sex (red) and chicken wings (blue)
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expression), sensory association, and vision, respectively. Thus, we propose that during the consumption
of a chicken wing, the brain goes through the following stages: 1) the brain ‘sees’ the chicken wing and
recognizes it as such, 2) the brain plans the consumption of the wing (e.g., ‘What part of the wing will I
eat first?’, ‘Should I lick some sauce off before I place
it in my mouth?’, ‘Should I lick my fingers after each
wing, or when I’m done with all of the wings?’, ‘Wait,
was that Dan’s fourth or fifth wing he just ate?’), 3)
the brain reaches maximum concentration capacity,
4) the sensory association area overloads as all five
senses are stimulated, and 5) the brain judges the
quality of the wing.
Our research shows that these three specific parts
of the brain are activated approximately every 37 seconds, even in the absence of chicken wings, meaning
that men think about chicken wings every 37 seconds.
This frequency is about five times lower than the rate
at which men think about sex. Thus men think about
sex much more frequently, even though the number
of chicken wings eaten per year is just about the same
as the number of times men have sex. It is currently
unknown as to why men think about sex so much
(compared to chicken wings), but one possibility is
that men aren’t very good at sex, but have mastered
the consumption of chicken wings.
Our research also suggests that once every 259
seconds (see Figure 2), men think about both sex and
chicken wings simultaneously, in what must be a most
orgiastic thought. This might explain why men tend
to drift off every 4 minutes or so: the blood levels in
their brain are returning to normal after a combination sex-chicken wing thought.
We eagerly await further studies that examine
the frequency with which men think about things.
We also suggest future research on the thinking of
chicken wings, such as: the effect of sauce on brain
activity patterns, and the difference between bone-in
and boneless wings.
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